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A whole new ball game 
 

Convertible bonds offer investors access to a cross section of aggressive growth and 
turnaround stories that investors just can’t access elsewhere 
 
As we predicted last year, equity market strength has helped convertibles to deliver 11.3 per cent in 

the first 10 months of the year , meaning our forecast of low teen returns for the year looks to be well 

on course. 

A matter of mindset 

As they offer safe, steady returns, convertibles are like other bonds, except they lack the same 

duration risk. This makes them very appealing to fixed income investors. Meanwhile, although 

correlated to equity markets, convertibles present a quite different risk profile to equities. This makes 

them just as appealing to equity investors. Consequently, their ‘uncorrelated alpha’ continues to draw 

new investors from both sides of the river. 

But the consistent growth seen by convertibles also owes something to the kind of companies that 

issue such bonds. They’re often light on hard assets, but strong cash generators with low gearing. 

They tend to be either classic growth, or turnaround stories requiring flexible financing to drive their 

transformation. They issue convertibles as they offer greater flexibility than conventional secured debt, 

a lower accounting charge, and – thanks to the priced-in equity option – lower coupons. 

A universe with different stars 

As a result, the convertibles universe is brimming with stocks from sectors such as IT, healthcare and 

other industries driven by research and development (R&D). The pattern is especially pronounced in 

the US where, according to UBS, this year has seen 108 new issues with 26 per cent from IT 

companies and 19 per cent from smaller pharmaceutical and biotech stocks.  

With the recovery well underway and corporate uncertainty retreating, convertible issuance has 

rebounded to its highest since 2010. Once interest rates start to rise, issuance will rise again as more 

companies seek cheaper financing. This will presents new investors with a rare opportunity to capture 

the success of many companies that might not otherwise bring debt to the market. 
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